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In any competitive environment, it is crucial that sales leaders are able to manage 
complex challenges and environments. This will ultimately determine an organisation’s 
ongoing success. To thrive and grow, sales leaders need to have the ability to think and 
act differently depending on the circumstances. In doing so, they need to be able to lead 
their teams through change. 

The Advanced Sales Leadership Course - CMI Level 7 is designed to be a transformative 
experience with a blend of sessions to help strengthen your approach to the challenges 
you face on a daily basis.

Through a combination of strategic, high-performance and self-aware leadership 
sessions, it will give you the tools to enhance your performance and decision-making 
skills. This comprehensive course will focus on both your organisational and personal 
impact as a sales leader.

Overview

The Advanced Sales Leadership Course - CMI Level 7 is designed specifically for those 
responsible for leading growth and development of organisations, those working in client-
facing roles, account management, contract management, strategic relationships and 
business development. Those who typically attend include directors and leaders across sales, 
marketing and other senior and related positions as well as those aspiring to these roles. 

It is ideal for those who are looking for ways to perform even better in their roles. It has 
been designed for delegates from across the public, private and not-for-profit sectors 
who are involved in leading teams and making complex, strategic decisions.

Benefits

This course is for you if you want to:
• Learn how to lead high-performing sales teams
• Understand the function of strategic sales and marketing planning
• Understand the alignment of corporate, sales and marketing strategies
• Learn more about sales forecasting and target setting
• Learn how to manage change in a sales environment

Who is this course for
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On completion of this course, delegates will:
• Be able to lead high-performing sales teams
• Understand the role of effective leadership in the management and implementation of 

strategies
• Understand the nature of strategy - the alignment of corporate, sales and marketing 

strategy
• Understand the function of strategic sales and marketing planning - customer and 

market centric
• Hold an understanding of the cultural conditions required for successful 

implementation of strategy and planning, enabling the development of organisational 
competitive advantage

• Understand the importance of proactively evaluating potential future changes in the 
trading environment and the impact on the development of sales strategy

• Be able to demonstrate the importance to the organisation of good quality plans and 
accurate sales forecasts

Learning Outcomes
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The CMI Level 7 Certificate in Strategic Leadership  
and Management

Assessment

The CMI Level 7 Certificate in Strategic Management and Leadership is designed for 
directors and senior managers who have the authority and personal inspiration to 
translate organisational strategy into effective performance. 

This qualification requires senior and aspiring senior leaders to build on their skills 
in strategic management and leadership and to focus on the requirements of inter-
organisational strategy. You will be required to take the theory, thought leadership  
and research discussed on the programme, and implement it in your professional life  
by focusing on your own leadership development, and positively challenging 
organisational strategy.

You will need to complete two 3,500 – 4,000 word written assignments. Both assignments 
require taught theory to be applied to the organisational context:

• Unit 704: Developing Organisational Strategy
• Unit 714: Personal and Professional Development for Strategic Leaders

Support

As part of your course fee, you are given free and unlimited access to post-classroom 
tutorials. These are organised monthly and run by CMI-qualified tutors to help guide 
learners through the assignment writing phase.

Qualification 

In 2022 we were shortlisted for the 
Outstanding Training Provider of the Year 
Award with Chartered Management Institute.

The CMI who celebrated it’s 75th year, 
recognised In Professional Development as a 
provider producing exceptional positive impact 
on the learner experience in the category of 
small business, as a result of its partnership 
with the Institute. 

We are honoured to have been shortlisted for our work as a training provider so early 
in our short period of offering professional development programmes and privileged to 
continue delivering outstanding courses CMI accredited courses through our Non-HE 
Partner’s relationship. Find out more about our shortlisting here. 

2022 Finalist for Outstanding Training Provider

https://www.inpd.co.uk/news/cmi-recognises-outstanding-in-professional-development-work
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Session One: Leadership and Strategic Decision Making  
in Sales

Key themes include:
• What does good leadership look like?
• Leadership Styles
• Decision Making – Style and Consistency
• Leading Teams Through Coaching

Session Two: Strategy, Planning and Implementing Sales  
and Marketing Strategy

Key themes include:
• Sales Strategy
•  Sales and Marketing Strategies, Planning and Implementation
• Value Propositions
• Brand and Customer Insight

Session Three: Targets, Forecasting and Team Structure

Key themes include:
• Sales Forecasting and Budgeting
• The Factors that Affect Sales Trends
• Team Structure and Sales Process
• Managing Growth and Performance

Session Four: Culture and Change

Key themes include:
• Leading Sales-Related Change
• Managing the Impact of Change
• Developing Resilience to Change
• Communicating Change

Next Steps: 

Advanced Leadership and Management Programme
Strategic Leadership Programme
CMI Level 7 Strategic Approaches to Equality Diversity and Inclusion
CMI Level 7 Strategic Decision Making for Leaders
CMI Level 7 Strategic Wellbeing and Resilience Programme
Recruitment and Retention Strategy for Leaders
CMI Level 7 Coaching and Mentoring Programme

Agenda
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Nick Jerome

After working in sales and marketing management in the publishing and consultancy 
sectors, Nick had an epiphany and discovered coaching.

He is an executive coach, and facilitates leadership, management and coaching 
programmes.

Nick has an MBA, and a Masters in Coaching from Warwick University. He can also 
facilitate and coach in French. He’s a Fellow of the Royal Society of Arts and a member of 
the Association for Coaching.

Nick definitely has the learning bug – he is currently working part time towards a degree 
in Drawing, and is training as a mindfulness teacher. Nick is married, has two adult sons 
and lives in London.

Daryl Woodhouse

Daryl Woodhouse is a former FTSE 100 leader, a startup to scale up entrepreneur and multi-
award-winning business adviser, public speaker, executive coach, mentor, 2 x published 
author, and professional trainer. He is typically hired for his expertise in topics such as 
growth strategy & planning, public speaking, leadership development, L&D, smarter hybrid 
working, performance improvement, burnout prevention, and culture change.

Daryl’s career began in a high pressure, regulated industry and he became the youngest 
on record to graduate from a globally recognised corporate leadership programme.

At age 26 he secured a divisional leadership role at a FTSE 100 corporate. In late 2011 
Daryl left to start his own business helping individuals and teams to achieve a smarter 
way of working and happier way of living.

Since founding ‘Advantage Business Partnerships Limited’ in 2012, Daryl achieved 7 
figure revenues whilst winning many awards from excellent client case studies and rave 
reviews. He has since successfully launched two new brands under the umbrella of ABP 
including a first of its kind mobile app showing leaders and teams how effectively they 
use their time at work with the blueprint to better leverage time and talent for greater 
work results without overworking.

Adding to his corporate leadership and scale up entrepreneur experiences, at age 35 
Daryl was invited to become one of the youngest executive business school lecturers in 
the world.

Others like to hear that Daryl is accredited to deliver the ‘Institute of Leadership & 
Management’ accredited Leadership Advantage Programme, which he designed and 
delivers with his expert ABP colleagues, for fast growth businesses and corporates who 
recognise the importance of investing in their people.

Tutors
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Guy Howley

After working in sales and marketing management in a renowned FMCG company, 
Guy moved into consultancy and facilitation almost twenty years ago.  Based in 
France, he designs and delivers programs in leadership, change, sales and personal 
development. Frequently working with teams in an international context he has run 
programs on 4 continents.  

Guy has a Masters from Portsmouth University. He can also facilitate and coach 
in French. He has just completed his first novel, and has spent the last two years 
coordinating the renovation of a mountain village house in Corfu.  

Guy is married, has 2 adult sons and lives in Lille.

Tutors






